In this work, a method is presented for image blur identication from vector quantizer (VQ) encoder distortion. The method requires a set of training images produced by each member of a set of candidate blur functions. Each of these sets is then used to train a VQ encoder. Given an image degraded by an unknown blur function, the blur function can be identi ed by choosing from among the candidates the one corresponding to the VQ encoder with the lowest encoder distortion. Two training methods are investigated: the generalized Lloyd algorithm and a non-iterative discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based approach.
INTRODUCTION
Image restoration is concerned with the removal of image degradations 1], with image blur and noise being two of the most common e ects requiring treatment. Image blur may result from low-pass ltering by optical channel, camera or object motion during image acquisition, or defects in the optical system, to name a few sources. Noise enters the recorded image in various ways, i.e., from the stochastic nature of light, thermal noise in detector circuitry, or lm grain noise. Many decades of research in optics has shown that a linear, shift-invariant, mathematical relation given by g(x;y) = ZZ f( ; )h(x ? ; y ? )d d + n(x; y):
provides a good working model for image formation 4] . In this equation, f( ; ) refers to the irradiance function of the object under observation (in object plane coordinates and ); h(x; y) refers to the optical system point spread function (PSF), or impulse response (in image plane coordinates x and y); g(x; y) refers to the image plane irradiance function; and n(x; y) is an additive noise process. Formally, image restoration consists of recovering the object image, f, from the degraded observation, g.
In much restoration work, the PSF is assumed to be known, simplifying the problem signi cantly. However, there is much interest in the more general problem where it is either unknown or only partially known. Image restoration must then encompass recovery of both the PSF and the object image. A technique for identi cation of the PSF from vector quantizer (VQ) encoder distortion is presented below. This approach di ers signi cantly from the body of prior work in this area. Most existing methods are based on one of the following 5, 8] :
Local image characteristics Analysis of PSF spectral nulls Joint estimation of the object image and PSF Approaches in the rst two categories divide the restoration problem into two steps: blur identi cation and image restoration. In the rst category, one attempts to make use of a singular feature in the recorded image to estimate the point spread function (PSF) of the optical system. In the second category, the methods are founded on an examination of the Fourier spectrum of the recorded image (or some nonlinear transformation of it). The location of spectral nulls can provide important information about the width and shape of the PSF. Many of the early techniques fall into these two categories. They can work well when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the observed image is high, but most encounter di culties in signi cant levels of noise. Much of the recent work in the eld falls into the third category, in which sophisticated constrained optimization techniques are employed. Constraints are usually derived from prior knowledge about the object and PSF 8]. The only prior work bearing similarity to the work presented in this paper is in 5], where the PSF estimate is chosen from a set of candidates according to a residual spectral matching criterion. The algorithm presented below also chooses the best PSF from a set of candidate PSF's, but according to a very di erent criterion.
VECTOR QUANTIZATION AND BLUR IDENTIFICATION
Vector Quantization (VQ) is primarily a data compression technique 3]. In this section, a VQ technique will be presented for blur identi cation. The procedure here is independent of the restoration step { one could use any of a number of di erent restoration techniques. Two kinds of a priori knowledge are assumed:
The nature of the PSF, and The class of images requiring processing. In the rst item, it should be known whether the blurring function represents a motion blur, camera defocus, etc.
From this, one can hypothesize a set of candidate PSF's which represent a realistic range of possible variation. The second item acknowledges a fundamental fact regarding VQ. That is, one must train a vector quantizer with a large amount of image data, and the narrower the class the better. Of course, the VQ will be of limited utility for encoding images that are dissimilar to the training data. Figure 1 depicts the overrall processing architecture for VQ-based blur identi cation. An array of VQ encoders operate on the blurred input image. Each of these encoders is designed from image data blurred by one of the hypothesized PSF's. The procedure is to select from among the PSF candidates the one corresponding to the VQ encoder with smallest mean-squared quantization error.
To proceed more formally, assuming the existence of a set ff k g K k=1 of object images, let the sets fhig L i=1 and fg ik g K k=1 , i = 1; : : : ; L represent the blur function candidates and the corresponding sets of training images produced by blurring the object images with each candidate, respectively. Let Ei denote the VQ encoder whose codebook is produced by training on the set fg ik g K k=1 . The design procedure for Ei can follow the usual Lloyd-training approach, or not. The purpose here is in designing a good encoder for the data images. The key quantity of interest for the blur identi cation application is the encoder distortion. An image degraded by an unknown blur function will be encoded with varying e ciency by the bank of encoders. A useful metric for measuring this e ciency is the meansquared error (MSE). The distortion, Di, after encoding an M N input image, g, with encoder Ei can written (assuming discrete images) as A key assumption here is that the object image subject to the unknown degradation is similar in its statistics to the object images used to generate the training images. The blur identi cation process here can be stated formally as h = hi such that i = arg min i2f1;::: ;Lg fDig:
MODELING OF BLUR FUNCTIONS
In conducting studies based on simulations, it is important to focus on the techniques employed to achieve the results. For this study, it is important to model the optical image formation processes in a realistic, yet computationally tractable way. Fortunately, there are some convenient results using Fourier optics 4] for modeling image formation by di raction-limited optical systems (with incoherent illumination). Such systems act as linear, shift-invariant (LSI), low-pass lters with a well understood passband response, and respresent an ideal system. The bandwidth of such systems is a function of wavelength and system aperture size. For the purposes of demonstrating the VQ-based blur identi cation technique, the unknown parameter is assumed to be the bandwidth of the system, although other types of blur functions could just as easily be investigated. Image defocus and motion blur are two such types. The PSF's used below can be generated from the exit pupil function of the optical system, P u; v], in pupil coordinates u and v, and is given by the following Fourier transformation: h m; n] = FfP u; v] ? P u; v]g; in image plane coordinates m and n. This is followed by normalization to unit volume 4]. The notation ? refers to correlation. For simplicity, the scaling between the pupil and image plane as a function of wavelength has been ignored. The optical cuto frequency can be varied simply by changing the diameter of the pupil function in order to produce a set of PSF's. The set used in the experiments described in the next section is shown in Fig. 2 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To demonstrate the e ectiveness of the VQ-based image blur identi cation concept, two distinct approaches are implemented below. The rst approach employs the standard Lloyd training approach, also known as the Linde-BuzoGray (LBG) algorithm. The second, less orthodox, approach circumvents the computational di culties inherent in the Lloyd algorithm by using a discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based encoder. To maximize performance, a rather narrowly de ned class of imagery is used for training. The training set is made up exclusively of aerial views of urban areas. Along with these images, are the candidate blur functions. In this experiment, these blur functions correspond to di raction-limited optical systems with optical cuto frequencies of 0.25, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 times the folding frequency of the sampling grid. A plot of the ve di erent OTF's is depicted in Fig. 2 . Each of these is applied to the urban images to produce a corresponding set of blurred images to be used in the design of the encoders. Since the purpose of this experiment is solely a proof-of-concept, no noise is added to the blurred images.
Lloyd-Trained VQ
For Lloyd-training, the computational demands increase exponentially with the bitrate because of the rapid increase in codebook size and the voracious appetite for training data. This imposes practical limitations on the attainable bitrate and on the size of the training set. As will be seen below, the alternative transform encoding approach permits higher bitrates and larger training sets than are practical with the LBG algorithm. The parameters for the encoder design are listed below. The training set for this experiment is comprised of twenty images, from which 1 4 vectors are drawn. A codebook size of 512 codewords yields an encoding rate of 2.25 bpp, which is high enough to avoid signi cant losses in image delity due to compression. The primary purpose here is not to explore such issues as the optimal tradeo between compression performance and identi cation accuracy. Such issues will be reserved for future studies. The encoder distortion plots are shown in Fig. 3 , and were produced using a test image not in any of the training sets. In all cases, the correct PSF/OTF is identi able as the one corresponding to the mininum encoder distortion.
DCT-based VQ
DCT-based encoders can be interpreted as sub-optimal VQs, and reduce the complexity of achieving higher bitrates. For details of the encoder design, which follows fairly standard procedures, the reader may refer to 6, 7] . These simulation results are based on applying the coders to 3 3 blocks of image pixel data. The details of the encoder design are listed here for completeness. The training set for this experiment is comprised of a total of fty three images. A total of 24 bits are equally divided among the non-DC coe cients in a DCT block. Empirically, this bit allocation has been found to yield better performance than other allocations. Figure  4 displays curves showing the performance of the algorithm for a test image outside the training set. In all cases, the correct PSF/OTF is chosen as the one corresponding to the mininum encoder distortion.
Summary
Both Figs. show a result for a case in which the system is presented with a test image blurred by an optical system with optical cuto frequency equal to 0.2 times the folding frequency. This is not among the available candidates, but both systems behave predictably and choose the best available candidate, namely 0.25. It is possible that identi cation errors will occur if too many candidates are hypothesized, or in the presence of noise. This situation did not arise in this set of results. One would think that the systems might err by choosing one of the correct candidate's immediate neighbors. The above results constitute a demonstration of the proposition that vector quantizer encoder distortion may be used for image blur identi cation. The performance in the presence of noise is still an open issue. Open also is the issue of identi cation at lower bitrates at which the lossy nature of the compression produces signi cant losses in image delity. 
